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Wicked All Night
Half man, half animal, a Shadow Shifter is sworn to protect females-human or otherwise-from the
savage fury of his own nature Rich, handsome, and successful-hotel magnate Sebastian "Bas" Perry
could have any woman he desires. But despite his animal attraction to women, he avoids relationships at
all costs. As a Shadow Shifter, he must defend innocent humans from the deadliest of his kind. And the
most dangerous game of all is falling in love It takes a special kind of woman to hunt a predator, to tame
the beast-and to capture a man's heart Priya Drake is an ambitious reporter hungry for a story. At a
presidential fundraiser, she sets her sights on the mysterious and magnetic Bas Perry, a man with a secret
she's determined to uncover. Stalking her prey back to his hotel, the hunter soon becomes the huntedPage 1/27
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when Bas takes her in his arms and unleashes the animal within. For Priya, it is more than a night of
wild, reckless passion. It's the story of a lifetime. But can she betray the man she loves? in Shifter's
Claim by A.C. Arthur. "The shifter universe just got sexiersizzling!"-RT Book Reviews

If She's Wicked
They came to earth-Pestilence, War, Famine, Death-four horsemen riding their screaming steeds, racing
to the corners of the world. Four horsemen with the power to destroy all of humanity. They came to
earth, and they came to end us all. When Pestilence comes for Sara Burn's town, one thing is certain:
everyone she knows and loves is marked for death. Unless, of course, the angelic-looking horseman is
stopped, which is exactly what Sara has in mind when she shoots the unholy beast off his steed. Too bad
no one told her Pestilence can't be killed. Now the horseman, very much alive and very pissed off, has
taken her prisoner, and he's eager to make her suffer. Only, the longer she's with him, the more uncertain
she is about his true feelings towards her and hers towards him. And now, well, Sara might still be able
to save the world, but in order to do so, she'll have to sacrifice her heart in the process.

Reclaimed
With the convergence date looming closer, Abigail's in the final countdown to imprison the Seventine. It
is do-or-die time, and she is determined that the Seventine will be the ones who die, figuratively
speaking. Her current priorities: gather the Dronish half-Walker female and reform her melding bond
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with Brace.Dronish is a world more alien than any other Abigail has ventured through, which is really
saying something. But it's also a dying land. The inhabitants are running out of energy and there's little
hope for their survival. Of course, that makes it very hard to convince Sapha – the half-Walker – that she
should help save the star system. If her world is doomed already, she doesn't care much about the rest.
Okay, task one is going to be tougher than Abigail anticipated, but at least reforming the bond should be
easy … right? Of course, that was before she met with the lalunas. Now she knows that both items on her
to-do list have jumped right into the realm of impossible.

Wrath of The Gods
Maddison James is about to discover some truths about the world. Firstly supernaturals exist. WTF?
Secondly she is one, even though no one seems to know exactly what kind. Double WTF. Thirdly she's
about to go back to school. Well, things just got a little more interesting. The Supernatural Academy is
where shifters, vampires, magic users, and fey are educated. Where they are taught about their abilities,
and how to function in the human world. Maddison already has the human part down, but this
supernatural thing is an entirely new dangerous game. Example one: mean girls who can actually turn
you into a frog. Example two: Asher Locke, a god at the Academy. Not literally well, who knows for
sure. He certainly acts the part, as do all of his minions who worship him. Asher drives her crazy,
because apparently gorgeous and arrogant is her thing. Sparks fly between them, and the more they're
thrown together, the more Asher is determined to figure out what's been blocking her abilities.Until the
moment the truth is revealed, and they find out nothing in this supernatural world is what they thought.
Including each other.Supernatural Academy is 105k words, full length urban fantasy story.
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Recommended 17+ due to language and sex scenes.

Escaping Destiny
This set includes all four books in the Secret Keepers series. Ready to break the rules? Emma, Callie,
Maya, and Avalon have a few things in common:1. They're all part of a secret society that exists within
the human world. 2. They're big fans of Converse, great food, and sarcasm.3. They're about to find
themselves co-existing alongside some of the most alpha, frustrating, gorgeous men in both worlds.
Yeah, that's right. Two worlds. Two worlds that might end if someone isn't ready to break the rules.
Lucky these four have never been a huge fan of rules, and together with the overlords, they're going to
figure out how to save everyone.Or die trying. **This paranormal romance series is over 350k words,
filled with strong, sarcastic women and alpha men. **

Broken Legacy
Willa Knight: Dweller. Slave. Non-magical being. In Minatsol, being a dweller means that you are
literally no better than dirt. In fact, dirt might actually be more useful than Willa. Her life will be one of
servitude to the sols, the magic-blessed beings who could one day be chosen to become gods. At least
her outer village is far removed from the cities of the sols, and she won't ever be forced to present herself
to them Until one small mistake changes everything, and Willa is awarded a position to serve at
Blesswood, the top sol academy in the world-a position that she definitely did not earn. Under the
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sudden, watchful eye of the gods, she will be tasked to serve the Abcurse brothers, five sols built of
arrogance, perfection and power. They are almost gods themselves, and under their service she is either
going to end up sentenced to death, or else they are going to ruin her so badly that she will wish for it.
Either way, she is in trouble. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 1 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods
Series

Pestilence
You have been chosen. Those four words change Violet Spencer's whole life, when against staggering
odds, she's selected in the "princess ballot." Arbon Academy is affectionately known as the school for
Royals. Only the rich, powerful, or heir to a throne gain entry except for the one scholarship student
accepted every five years. It's a worldwide lottery, and one that Violet entered without giving it any
serious thought. But the media got it wrong and Arbon Academy is much more than a simple college for
future leaders.It's a dark world of politics, intrigue, and dangerous guys who will stop at nothing to get
their own way. Despite her best efforts at remaining off the radar, Violet finds herself a pawn between
two of the most powerful monarchies in the world. Prince Rafe of the Switzerlands and Prince Alex of
the Australasias are bitter enemies both on the soccer field and in the political arena. Monarchies rule the
world now, and every waking breath is a competition for the princes. Control the ball.Control the world.
Control Violet. Whether it's through love or hate, someone will ultimately win.*This is book one in a
dark college romance. It includes a-hole princes, nasty princesses, and one chick who will take none of
their sh!t, all the while doing her best to make it out alive. HEA guaranteed. Eventually. 17+.
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The Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar
She's my last chance. Those four words echo in Violet Spencer's mind, tugging at her curiosity even as
rage builds within her.Arbon Academy was supposed to be a bright new start. An opportunity for
greatness, and something an orphan girl could only dream of. For a while there, it seemed to be exactly
that. But Violet's bright future is suddenly looking dim. Arbon Academy and Prince Alex are nothing
but a facade. A trap.In a sinister world of ballgowns and backstabbing, of perfumes and politics, of
indulgent parties and illegal sword fights, Violet now faces the biggest challenge of all. Recovering her
shattered heart from the prince who crushed it. Supported by her new friends, Violet wants to make Alex
feel the pain of his betrayal. Prince Rafe wants nothing more than to help make that happen, but things
aren't always so straightforward. Don't break tradition.Don't let them know you know. Don't lose your
heart again.These rules will keep Violet alive. But at what cost?

Crown Princess Academy
This is one crown you don't want. Born and raised in the Dregs, the last thing I expected was the "honor"
of being recruited to Crown Princess Academy. And by honor, I mean fighting for my life against the
fae that rule our world. Our first exam is in three weeks and not every student will make it out alive don't
these bimbos realize that? I'm not fooled. I know how ruthless the fae can be. All the princess initiates
are captivated by Lucas, the sexy fae Crown Prince who, in turn, seems fixated on me. He can't know
that I'm actually the most powerful Malice Caster in the Dregs. I'm sure my talents for the Criminal
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Guild won't earn me any extra credit in my princess classes. All my life I've stayed one step ahead of the
two-faced fae and their Malice, the out of control black magic that has nearly wiped out all of humanity.
This is my chance to do more than survive--this is my chance to fight back. I'll play the Crown Prince's
game. I'll wear the tiny initiate crown, dance in my glittering pink dress, survive the deadly exams, and
ultimately graduate as the Crown Princess all while he thinks I'm playing right into his plans. He's in for
a surprise when I reveal who I am and wipe that sexy, smug grin off his face I just hope my heart doesn't
forget he's the enemy. Crown Princess Academy: Book 1 is the first of a planned trilogy. As it is a series,
there will be a cliffhanger. This is an upper YA/NA paranormal and fantasy series with enemies-tolovers romance and HEA.

Delivering Evil for Experts
In the stunning conclusion to the Supernatural Prison trilogy, Jessa Lebron finds herself deep in the
world of Larkspur, the dragon king. She will have to play it smart and fight with everything to stay one
step ahead of him and while at times it's tough to keep her focus, she will do anything to escape and
reunite with her boys, the Compass quads. Of course, it's impossible to be where she is and not dig
deeper into the curse of the dragon mark. As more information is uncovered, she starts to understand
why she, of all supernaturals, was the one to be singled out. And this changes everything she thought she
knew. Turns out she doesn't know a damn thing. There will be decisions to make. Tough decisions. Jessa
has to be strong enough for the sake of the supernatural races, but sometimes that's easier said than done.
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Hunting Fiends for the Ill-Equipped
I thought I'd seen evil, but with each step closer to my parents' murderer, I'm uncovering a different sort
of villainy, piece by hidden piece. I've stumbled into an insidious web that silently, secretly ensnares
everything it touches. My demon and I came as the hunters but I think we might be the prey.

Beast of Shadow & Light
When Emma moves to Astoria, Oregon, she is given two rules: #1 - Don't cross to "their" side of the
street. #2 - Don't mess with the elites, especially Lexen Darken, top elite and resident bad boy. While
she finds this both weird and insulting, Emma has no actual intention of breaking these rules - until her
guardians go missing. Now all bets are off. Only a single line separates her side of the street from the
elites', and she's crossing it. Captured and held by Lexen and his brothers, she learns the rules are in
place for a very good reason. There's a secret world hidden in this small town which goes far beyond the
one she knows and understands. A world not for humans.

Taunting Destiny
Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress World, ancient deities are
poised to wreak havoc, unless vampires Veritas and Ian can stop them … in this thrilling Night Rebel
novel! A gift from the gods… Veritas and Ian have finally defeated their worst enemy, but the power it
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took to pierce through to the netherworld has unexpected consequences. Soon, Veritas is forced to rely
on the last person she trusts---a golden deity named Phanes, who seeks far more than a temporary
alliance with the beautiful vampire. Can unleash hell… But an escape from the netherworld soon pits
Veritas and Ian against supernatural beings seeking to rule over mortals once again. Now, they must
rally friends and foes alike—if the vampire council doesn’t execute Veritas first. Plus, a wedge between
Veritas and Ian threatens to destroy their love. Can they stand together against the unearthly powers
about to be unleashed? Or does their love—and humanity—not stand a chance?

Wanting Jocelyn
I barely escaped with my life In the dusky woods of Fairbanks Alaska, the tale of a monster was born.
But that's just a scary story, right? Wrong. I'm Lucy Adler, and after walking through the forest one
night, I discovered the legend is real, and the danger is greater than we imagined. Yet, no one believes
me. As the bizarre killings begin, I set out to prove the Beast exists, but a mysterious stranger soon
derails me, stealing my resolve with one look. The closer I get to the monster, the more attracted I am to
Will-the scrumptious yet infuriating outsider. Still, I'll do whatever it takes to prove this isn't just a
fairytale. Am I brave enough to face the Beast and survive? **Full of magic, mystery, unexpected
twists, and fantasy romance, Beast of Shadow & Light is the first book in a fantastic series that will keep
you enthralled from the very first page and leaves you begging for more. Perfect for fans of Cinder and
A Court of Thorns and Roses. *This series is recommended for readers 16 and older due to a
scrumptiously sexy Beast. It may contain some sexual situations and language.* An awesome new take
on werewolves.?????A world of twists and turns that keep you guessing!?????A 6 out of 5 star rating!
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What. A. Book! A definite page turner. ????? What are you waiting for? Scroll up and hit Buy Now
And fall in love with Will and Lucy!

Storm Princess Saga
The sirens have been hunted for so long that we no longer remember our pasts Our songs have been
stolen, the source of all our power, and it's been made punishable by death to use it. They've taken
everything from us.The vampires.I've been sent to the darkest of all places, Nightmare Penitentiary for
my next assignment. But I've promised myself this assignment will be my last no matter the cost. I'll do
whatever it takes to free my people, even if I end up shattering the hearts of three captivating men who
have the power to change my future forever.One will sacrifice himself for me. One will shatter my soul.
And one will kill me to save me.

Seduction
Violet Archer has spent her life fighting Shadows. Now she's married to their prince. There's just one
problem for the Dark Lord His new bride is plotting to kill him.Shadows have been attacking Radiants
for millennia. They creep through the streets at night and take innocent lives, feeding from a Radiant's
Light. Yet Violet is out there in the dark, fighting with an elite team to eliminate the guerrilla attacks and
keep her people safe. While she's good at what she does, it isn't enough. So when the opportunity to do
something more arises, Violet takes it. But now she finds herself at the dark and dreary Shadow Court.
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And she slowly realizes that nothing is as she thought. While her mysterious host evades her, she finds
herself unable to fight a supernatural pull she has to him. And the more time that passes at the Dark
Manor, the more they find they need one another. After all . . . their lives depend on it. Blending the best
of both paranormal romance and urban fantasy, Shadow's Touch is a dark and steamy adventure full of
twists and turns that will leave you wanting more!

Dragon Marked
International, award winning, Amazon top 20 Bestselling author! She's a war I cannot win. She's our
salvation. Erie is the one creature that can save my race from dying out. The thing is, we broke her, but
we broke the wrong parts. Now, the only thing that girl craves is revenge and a need to destroy with a
rage that burns hotter than the fires of Hell. I've loved her longer than she has been alive. She's in my
veins, and this is one war I cannot afford to lose against her. He's a battle I'm willing to fight. They say
nothing worthwhile comes easy, that if you want something bad enough, you have to fight to get it.
They're idiots. They say love is a battlefield, and they were right about that, but this isn't a battle of wills.
It's a battle to the death. He thinks I can be saved. I don't want to be saved; I want to destroy everything
and everyone that ever hurt me. I want the world to feel my pain, to taste my rage. I'm not their savior;
I'm their damnation. I don't want to be saved by him or his kind. I'm the War they won't see coming until
I'm on top of them, waging it against them. I am Erie, and I'm going to set the world on fire and walk
through the ashes of those who have wronged me. Warning: Erie isn't a hero; she's the antihero in this
story. This isn't a love story. It's a dark and twisted battle of wills and bare bones. They're going to war
against one another, and it will be brutal, chaotic, and beautiful. So if you're not into dark re-telling of
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twisted love stories, this isn't for you. Thank you for looking, but I'm an unapologetic author of alphaholes and the women who fight back against them. I don't believe in insta-love. I believe in putting them
through hell and making them earn it first.

Secret Keepers
When a deadly new breed of half-human killer marks Caprise, a beautiful exotic dancer and shapeshifter, as his mate, Xavier, a shifter working for the FBI who must keep the world's most savage
predators on a short leash, must fight tooth and claw to save her. Original. 75,000 first printing.

Dragon Mystics
Alpha Lennox Hall has been waiting for a shewolf to interest him. When he meets Jocelyn he senses she
is different. His immediate attraction to her is completely one sided. Her fear of the big bad alpha keeps
Jocelyn from seeing his attraction to her. She thinks his over protective attitude is because she's weak
and doesn't want her to interact with his pack. What happens when he makes his intentions known and
warns her he's claiming her the day of the Alpha challenge, which happens to be the day she turns
eighteen?Â© All Rights Reserved. 2013. Cover done by @Lana_sky

Shadow's Touch
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All that Jenna Oliver hopes to do is go away to college to get away from her small town and alcoholic
mother, until the McAlister twins come into her life, each harboring secrets and difficulties of their own.

Supernatural Academy
This is the complete set of the top 10 Amazon best selling Dark Legacy series. Includes Broken Wings,
Broken Trust, Broken Legacy, and a BONUS never before seen epilogue. They rule my new town, my
school, and with more money than God, there's very little out of their reach.Four gorgeous, perfect, scary
boys. There used to be five, but one of them died, leaving a fifth position that I now fill. I didn't ask for
this. I didn't want to be part of this billionaire-boys-club. But no one cares about what I want.Sebastian
Beckett is the worst of them. Their leader. He draws me in, and strips me of every defense I have. He
calls me Butterfly, but it's not a pet name, it's a threat. Beck wants nothing more than to break my wings,
pin me to a board and watch me writhe.He wants to see me broken. Body, heart and soul.And what these
elite want, they get.Only they've never met Riley Jameson.Let the battle begin.*This dark contemporary
romance features one girl and four sexy, dangerous boys but is NOT a reverse harem.*

Embrace the Darkness
My heart hasn't beat in a thousand years. I haven't uttered a word in prison, and the guards keep their
distance. If they get too close, they die--until at last, my magic binds my soul to another. Unfortunately,
the person destined to save me is a Night Elf--the enemy of my kind. And yet, when I see her in the cell
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across from mine, an ember starts to burn in my chest. When we escape together down the palace walls,
it's almost like I can feel again. As we journey to find the magic that will save us both, attraction
simmers between us. But I keep my secrets close. Because if she finds out what I am, she will find a way
to kill me--even if it means sacrificing herself to do it.

Dronish
There are two things Charlie Bennett despises: bullies and vampires. Which in her experience, is really
the same thing. After the battle with the Quorum, she's left with no other option. The vampire's rule must
end. But when more shocking secrets are uncovered Charlie wonders if she'll be alive long enough to
follow through with her plan.

Annihilate
He's one of the most powerfully sexy men she has ever met. He's a jaguar out to claim and protect his
mate. Washington D.C. police officer Kalina Harper still dreams about that night, two years ago, when a
huge jaguar saved her from a crazed attacker. Although she kept the truth to herself, Kalina can never
forget the ferocious strength of the beast's fangs and claws--or the raw animal hunger in its eyes. Until
she meets Roman Reynolds Muscular, magnetic, and all man, Roman is a high-powered attorney with a
predatory smile and seductive charm. He is also a criminal suspect with suspicious connections to the
Amazon jungle. But when Kalina discovers that Roman is linked to a secret race of shapeshifting
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jaguars--who hunt down maneaters--she is forced to put her trust in a man who unleashes her wildest
fantasies and fears. A fierce creature of the night whose nature is to protect his female at any cost

Blood Singers
When the formidable power of Jessa Lebron's mark was unleashed, during her impulsive foray into
Vanguard, the American supernatural prison, she learned the truth. She's a dual shifter: wolf, and as an
added bonus, dragon - of the fluffy persuasion. Yep, she's one special cupcake. Now, pursued by the
Four, powerful hunters of the dragon marked, she has no choice but to run. At least she has her
impossibly gorgeous and infuriating best friends by her side, the Compass quads. Not only are they
powerful and hella useful in a fight, but most of the time they're also semi-entertaining too. With only
one month left until the supposed resurrection of the dragon king, this pack will find out soon enough
what happens in the world of the dragon mystics.

Dragon Mated
They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.For the past ten years I've been a victim. A
victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim
to Shadow Beast, who used me for his own gains.Or did he?The beast of mystery never reveals his
whole hand, but one thing is for sure? in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the
path dictated by the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.I must
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evolve or die.And we all know, with a choice like that, there's really only one answer.* Reclaimed is
book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark
paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.It's full
length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Shifter's Claim
I should warn you, I'm not a good person. I tried to be goodnormal. But the darkness can't be suppressed
forever. Six years ago, I walked away from the family. Now, I must go back. I have no choice. But
things will be different this time. I'm stronger, smarter, and I refuse to submit in a world ruled by
dangerous men. My name is Maura Quinn. I'm the Banphrionsa--Princess in my father's dark kingdom
of crime. Everyone has a story. Even the bad guy. So proceed with caution because this is my descent or
my rise. It depends on how you look at it. But most of all, this is how I embrace the darkness.***
Warning: This is a dark and twisted tale with violence, foul language, and sexual content. May contain
triggers.***

King of Hell
From USA Today Bestselling Author, Jaymin Eve, comes a new chapter in the Supernatural Prison
World Maximus Compass is a vampire without direction. Without heart. And without soul. He lost his
true mate in the great battle against the dragon king, and now must face life alone. And yet something is
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happening to his agony. It's fading away, leaving him with barely a memory of the female he believed to
be his one and only. As his mind clears he starts to wonder if the mate bond had been nothing more than
a manufactured ploy? This suspicion explodes within him right around the time he runs back into a
certain wolf shifter. Mischa Lebron is a complication he doesn't need in his life. He can't erase her from
his mind though, and while memories of his supposed true mate continue to fade into mere shadows, his
one night with Mischa is blazingly strong. But they're not of the same supernatural race, so there's no
way for a true bond to exist between them. Right? When an old threat rips apart their pack, Maximus
will come to realize that he would do anything to save Mischa. That the mate he thought was perfect and
precious was nothing on the shifter he walked away from. Now Maximus truly has everything to lose.
Note from author: Broken Compass is a spinoff set within the Supernatural Prison World. Told in dual
POVs from Maximus Compass and Mischa Lebron. This is full length and standalone with a HEA. You
do not need to read the Supernatural Prison trilogy first.

House of Darken
Willa Knight: Dweller? Sol? Accidental evolutionary hiccup? Willa has never been a particularly useful
dweller: she isn't very good at chores, she isn't very good at worshipping, she isn't very good at not
having opinions, and she isn't very good with rules-but none of that matters anymore. The rules are
changing. The dwellers are trying to make their own way in the world, and Willa can't seem to help
getting tangled up in their plans. Luckily, she has the Abcurse brothers to help her out-until she doesn't,
and suddenly she's alone again in a world on the brink of chaos. With the Abcurses gone, she'll have to
rely on her wits, and her sister Emmy, to stay under the radar and survive. Because someone wants her
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dead. But, really, what else is new? This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 3 of 5 in the Curse of the
Gods Series

Releasing The Gods
Evelyn thought she was ready for anything. After a stint in the military, she was finally about to finish
college when the Devil showed up. Yeah, that Devil. Lucifer. The King of Hell.So, of-freaking-course,
she did what anyone else would do if Lucifer showed up. She shot him.And then he almost died.
Almost. Lucifer had it all, a super high-end liquor collection, powerful connections, and more power
than the entirely Heavenly Host, but the one thing he didn't have was love.And he didn't think he needed
it until Evelyn shot him in the stomach and nearly killed him.Now, in order to find out how she did it,
he'll have to break his number one rule. Never get emotionally involved with humans.

Passion's Prey
I promised to avenge my parents. But their killer is still on the loose, and he's stolen more than my
parents' lives. Now, as he draws closer to his mysterious goals, he's poised to destroy what little I have
left. I promised to translate an ancient grimoire. But it holds the secrets of my family--and the secret
history of demon summoning. I fear its answers as much as I need them. Who was the foremother of
Demonicaand who am I? I promised to send my demon home. But the way he watches me, the way he
protects me, the way he touches me--how can I cast him away forever? I swore I would do this for him,
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but can I? Should I? But I promised--and I will keep my promises even if they cost me my heart, my
soul, and my life.

Broken Compass
This set includes all three books in The Storm Princess series plus over thirty exclusive bonus scenes
and an exclusive life after story.I am no ordinary princess. My crown is lightning, my tears are rain. I am
robed in thunder and my voice is the howling wind. It's my duty to protect my people from the storm the
gargoyles created to tear the elven world apart. I am a slave to the rules that dictate who I love - and
when. Despite the power raging around me, the greatest storm is the one inside my heart. Do not touch
me or you will die.Taken from her family to be the chosen Storm Princess, Marbella Mercy spends her
days subduing the storm that was sent to destroy her people. But the storm is growing stronger and soon
it will be beyond her control. Each House sends their strongest champion to battle to the death for the
right to stand by her side. Some fight for power, others seek glory. Only one fights for Marbella's
heart.Baelen Rath is the last warrior from the feared House of Rath. Determined to protect Marbella
from the darkness creeping across their land, he will risk everything to reclaim her heart. But when
forces turn against them and powerful enemies are revealed, Baelen and Marbella will face dangerous
betrayal to break open the secrets that keep Marbella bound.For fans of epic tales of forbidden love,
heart-pumping battles, and thrilling suspense.This complete series is over 330,000 words and contains:
The Princess Must DieThe Princess Must StrikeThe Princess Must ReignPlus exclusive bonus scenes
and a life after story.
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Dark Legacy
I thought things couldn't get worse. I was wrong. I found out what I really wanted and was forced to give
him up. Just as I found out who I really am, I was presented to the elusive Horde King as a gift. This was
the mystical being I was hidden from for more than twenty years. Although Ryder promised to save me,
I couldn't let him get near this creature, so I willingly (sort of) signed myself over to be his new
plaything. Now in the Horde Realm, nothing is going remotely like I thought it would. My powers and
emotions are on the fritz, and each day seems to bring surprises that I am not sure how to deal with. The
Horde King thinks he has me exactly where he wants me. He thinks he has taken all of my options away.
I still have choices. Embracing what destiny has planned for me, or escaping it.

Cursed Prince
Her blood sings to them; a melody no supernatural can ignore. Vampire/shapeshifter paranormal
romance novel.

Siren Condemned
It's time for the dragon marked to rise Jessa Lebron doesn't have a lot to complain about. Her father is
the alpha of their wolf pack, she lives in Stratford, a protected supernatural prison town, and her best
friends, the Compass quads, are the strongest dudes of the four races: shifter, vampire, fey, and magic
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user.Yep, life is pretty much exactly how she wants it. Until the fateful day, just after her twenty-second
birthday, when the mother who abandoned her, returns to the pack bearing secrets that change
everything.The biggest secret of all: Jessa is dragon marked, a designation that places her in grave
danger. For a thousand years, every supernatural child born with the mark was eliminated to prevent the
rise of the dragon king, a fearsome ancient warmonger. In a bid to learn more about her fate and how to
avoid the hunters, Jessa finds herself locked in Vanguard, the notorious supernatural prison. Thankfully
she's not alone. Braxton Compass, the most feared of the dragon shifters, is right there with her.
Together they'll have to survive long enough to free themselves and the other dragon marked. Before the
king rises. *Note from author: this story was previously published by Skyscape. There are no changes to
this version.

Trickery
#NeverTrustATitan Maisey thought the worst thing to happen to her was Insta shaming or a midnight
shift at the Crab Shack. Until she got dragged into the world of the gods.Or more specifically, the world
of one very annoying, bad at sarcasm, sex on legs, Titan. Cronus was everything she never knew she
wanted, or needed, in her life. And then he just left.Left her alone, with no idea what's happening to the
world, what's happening with the sins. Only someone miscalculated. Whether it was Cronus or the fates,
there's no way they can do this without Maisey. Turns out, she's the most important piece

Playboy Princes
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Adam and I are both going through identity crises of epic proportions as we Transition from who we
were, and discover who we were meant to be. More Fae are dying, and I feel as if time is running out for
us to find all of those responsible and put an end to the killings. The people I thought I could trust have
betrayed me and the one person I should absolutely not trust; is taking me deeper and deeper into his
world. Ryder's secrets are dangerous and devastating. With each touch and word, he pulls my heart
closer to himself and at the same time he is trying to keep me at arm's length. The dance he and I have
begun, is getting more complicated as our worlds are being shaken from all sides, and the visions of the
future are frightening, and nothing like I had ever pictured for myself or those I care for. This time,
destiny is taunting me. I had always thought that I controlled my destiny. Now, my rights are being
taken from me by powerful people and leaving me with alternatives that range between bad and awful.
This time, the choices I have to make can decide the fate of both worlds. Everything is unraveling, and
nothing will ever be the same again. -Synthia

Princess Ballot
They're my boys now - the four heirs of Delta. Together we're a team a family. Five broken, brutal,
possibly sociopathic people, and we are all that stands between the world and the powerful, corrupt
Delta corporation.We have no idea what we're doing, but somehow we are determined to stop them.
Permanently. We just need leverage irrefutable evidence of their corruption. And we need it now. Before
the vote that will change everything.Only there are a few other issues to deal with first. Dante in prison
for murder, blood coated roses showing up on my doorstep, and my bio-mom reaching all new levels of
insanity.For the first time we might be completely out of our depth but we won't give up.Not until the
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final battle is played out. Not until the war has been won.*This dark contemporary romance features one
girl and four sexy, dangerous boys but is NOT a reverse harem.*Includes a sneak peek of chapter one of
Princess Ballot.

Reclaimed
It all started with a dare. A single dare on Maisey Parker's twenty first birthday and her entire life
changed. One second she was getting drunk with her friends, and the next she was climbing a cliff,
cutting her hand, and accidentally offering a blood sacrifice that opened a thousand year old prison. A
prison that contained the only living Titan. One too powerful to kill. One that wants nothing to do with
being attached to Maisey. Cronus has an old score to settle with the Greek Pantheon. Lucky she has
some sick days saved up at work, because Maisey is dragged along whether she likes it or not. A
decision Cronus no doubt regretted right around the time she makes a colossal mistake, unleashing an
untold evil on the world.Now they're in a race against the clock to resurrect the other Titans, the only
beings who can contain the evil. They're the world's last hope. And Maisey's.

Temptation Rising
A “master class in storytelling and survival.” —Publisher’s Weekly (starred review) Welcome to The
Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar. I’m Sam Quinn, the werewolf book nerd in charge. I run my
business by one simple rule: Everyone needs a good book and a stiff drink, be they vampire, wicche,
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demon, or fae. No wolves, though. Ever. I have my reasons. I serve the supernatural community of San
Francisco. We’ve been having some problems lately. Okay, I’m the one with the problems. The broken
body of a female werewolf washed up on my doorstep. What makes sweat pool at the base of my spine,
though, is realizing the scars she bears are identical to the ones I conceal. After hiding for years, I’ve
been found. A protection I’ve been relying on is gone. While my wolf traits are strengthening steadily,
the loss also left my mind vulnerable to attack. Someone is ensnaring me in horrifying visions intended
to kill. Clive, the sexy vampire Master of the City, has figured out how to pull me out, designating
himself my personal bodyguard. He’s grumpy about it, but that kiss is telling a different story. A change
is taking place. It has to. The bookish bartender must become the fledgling badass. I’m a survivor. I’ll
fight fang and claw to protect myself and the ones I love. And let’s face it, they have it coming. *** The
reviews are in: "Kelly (Welcome Home, Katie Gallagher) introduces fierce, lovable heroine Sam Quinn
with this master class in storytelling and survival. Seven years ago, Sam was attacked, raped, and
forcibly turned into a werewolf, putting an end to her life as she knew it. She’s since made a home for
herself in San Francisco, opening a combination bookstore/bar catering exclusively to the supernatural
community. A loner by nature and still contending with her trauma, she’s content to lie low without a
wolf pack of her own. But when dead bodies begin piling up across the city and Sam receives a threat
from an unknown source, she finds herself surrounded by a phalanx of friends she never realized she
had. Among them is Clive, the leader of the city’s vampire community, whose good looks attract Sam
“like a zombie to brains.” Kelly pulls off an impressive feat, weaving the sensitively handled story of
Sam’s emotional recovery through a rollicking adventure. The unique setting and endearingly quirky
side characters only add to the charm. Readers will delight in both the humor and the heartache of this
powerful urban fantasy, and they’ll be eager to see where Sam goes next.” (Publisher’s Weekly (starred
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review)) "This action-packed paranormal series launch will appeal to readers who enjoy a plot-driven,
female-centric journey of growth with a side of romance. Great for fans of Patricia Briggs’s Alpha and
Omega series.” (Book Life (Editor’s pick))
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